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P ATENTS FOR NOT INVENTING. of the petition, th e offers to show plOof on points not fully 

ESTABLISHED 1845. 

MUNN & CO., Editors and Proprietors. 

The constitutional authority for the patent laws of the presented in the original trial, and the able arguments made, 
United States rests on Section 8 of Article 1 of the Consti- will undoubtedly serve a tlseful purpose, even though the 
tution, which provides that Congress shall have power" to I prayer of the petitioners- has been denied, for the manner in 
promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing which t he court suggests the limitations of the previous 
for limited times to authors and im'entors the exclusive right decree, defines the points upon which it was made, and 
to their respective writings and discoveries." refers to the record, will make it difficult for the plaintiffs 
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The section of the revised statutes which describes what to give it any wider application than in the matter of these 
invention s may be patented carefully limits them to such as i burglar alarms, which the defendant has, except to a small 
are new and useful, and the patentee must in all cases be the I extent, ceased to make in the way specified. 
inventor or his heirs at law. This has been the policy and ! The court, it is true, refuses to i�dicate what would be 
practice of the Patent Office from the beginning; and it its decision in case suit was brought relative to infringement 
would seem to be the only one authorized by the Constitu- in an apparatus used for telegraphing on long or main cir
tion. cuits, but, while pointing out that the petition is before the 
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The House Committee on Patents, however, appear to court from corporations not parties to the suit, who would 
think differently, as they have just reported back favorably have ample and proper opportunity to defend themselves 
Mr. Casey Young's bill (H. R. No. 3,041) offering patents to when directly sued, when their new and additional evidence 
such as are not inven tors, for the introduction of inventions, might be legitimately introduced, makes the following sign i
which are not new. The bill reads as follows: I ficant declaration: "It is quite s�fficient to s�y that wh�n-

" Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of I ever the defendant shall use what IS suggested III connectIOn 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That any I with a long or main circuit for telegraphing, ann shall be 
person or persons who introduce from a foreign country any proceeoed against for doing so an isSue will be raised which 

The Scientific American Supplement secret art, invention, or process useful and important to the . . 'd
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ublic and not patented there and at the time of application It WIll be propel' then to conSI er, but that no such tssue has Is a distinct paper from the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 'rHE SUPPLEMENT 
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with SCIEXTIFIC AMERICAN. Terms of subscription for SUPPLEMI�NT, 
$6.00 a year, postage paid, to subscribers. Single copies, 10 cents. Sold by 
all news �ealers throughout the country. 

�ot uu'derstood in this country, may, upon payment of the arisen." The court takes no cognizance of the proposed 
fees required by law, and other due proceedings had as in new evidence, and points out that it is in no way substan
the case of new inventions, obtain a patent therefor. And tiated by oath whether there is any new evidence or not or it is hereby declared that any secret art, invention, or pro- " h t k id . fo l' is had or not I' d" th t

' 
cess which has been used or practiced, unpatented, for the w a now e .ge or m . rma IOn 1<1: a 
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period of fifty years last past exclusively in the country was not before m possessIOn of the court; the offer IS only 
where obtained, shall be deemed a secret in the meaning of as to a soHci tor's" best knowledge and belief," and "the 
this act." best knowledge, information, and belief of the solicitor may 
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As was pointed out in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, January be none at all." The matters of fact and of law sought to 
31 last, this is a radical departure from the policy and pur- be raised by the petitioners are declared to be not in issue 
pose of all our patent legislation hitherto. in the suit, and it would be a wrong to the plaintiff to con-

The propriety of granti ng such great privileges is as doubt- sider them in any way to give such construction to the patent 
ful as is the authorit y of Congress to do it. And it would as does not legitimately arisl,l from the record, and it is held 
certainly be a strange way to encourage progress in the use- that a new suit, where the petitioners are parties in interest, 
ful arts to place inventors of wbat is new on a level with the will afford the only opportunity to bring in these further 
mere importer of what is at least fifty years old. Who it is issues, 
tbat desires the enactment of such a law, or. for what reason, .. 'e,'" 

The SClEXTIFIC AJ11'�I!ICAN Export Edition has a large guaranteed ctrcu .. 
lation in all commercial places throughout the world. Address M UN.N & 
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does not appear. 
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THE PAGE PATENTS. 

Undoubtedly some of the ablest decisions ever given in 
our courts have been those involving the validity of patents 

Contents. and questions of infringement. In such cases, the trials 
(Illnstrated articles are marked with an asterisk.) being in equity, and the proceedings never hastened, the 

Abattoir, Paris ......... ...... . .... 345 Inventor, bonors to an ........ ... 336 lawyers generally have the most ample opportunity for 
±f:�a':'fi�Jr���:e"re;,o�:�.::� .... � �i ���'!:l:���tp���n:tl�����i ��.:: �t\ thorough preparation, and the n icety with which they make 
1:g'iJ�i%����.��.���i.���::::::::::::: � �:�����cs3����ak"f .. :::·::::: �b hair· splitting distinctions often gives their arguments a most 
f�;�gf��!�tlo�rt�sFrance·.::.::: � W�����i �is����l�Cot��.�.:��l.���: �� subtle flavor, provided their reasoning be equally close, and 
�:;��ts�\��d:.�d������.�.��:::.:::: � ��t�!ft�¥�;h�i'l'nventiiig:::::::: g:� the reader or listener be not interested therein in tbe matter 
�igiiins;�������n��1:��i.s.�e� .. :: � �:�:��:;ie��'iittk:clfiions":::·::. �� of dollars and cents. Speciousness and sophistry are 
Color blindness, legislating on ... 337 Pbotograpbic novelties . . . ...... 340 nowhere else more cunningly introduced, and the courts 
8g�����e��4scee:a1:i�i:sri'r,: .. .... ::: �§ �tt'i.1�,St;���e��n�i�t�.�::::::: � need to exercise the utmost discrimination to hold the scales Cyclones. theory of . ............ . . 337 Prizes for boys . .................. 346 • • • d Dog, pedigree of the .............. 344 Pumps, mining, operating· . .. ... 33Q With So even a balance that exact justICe Will be one. Earthquakes mov recording'* 342 Puzzles, studying, a waste of time 346 I • • • Easel, ara�htsm":n's, new";.::: 338 Railway, electric, tbe .... .... .... SH6! Among the closely reasoned deCISIOns m patent cases 
�:��ti:W.'��'lio:;s::::::::: � r�!��:�,e:l���,otf�r:�a::::::.::�}: which the records of our courts have shown in late years, 
�fJf�l:'o�����H��.:·::::::::::::: �� ��;r�sP�g��il:fJltl�vell�.�:::::::: � several which have been rendered by Judge Samuel Blatch
(�)S��:.fmn;:i��' �in���.���:�:::::: �� �g),����g�a��'i,�,,r�r.��.�����.>:: �!� ford, of the United States Circuit Court for the Southern Dis
a���s:;:';��?:;, iiewo::::::::::::::: � �f!��g;;a&�'ti'g���i¥fei'awa':e::: � trict of New York, are particularly conspicuous for their keen 
Iig�:'pn�-1'fr�n,:;g:.����::::::::: ililll ��Y;���fe1������:atiD.;inrof.:: �3f analysis of the points in controverRY, their close application 
I��:�tig��: i';Pe'�����,I::::.::::: ililll ���W����hl�H'h:2-��:::::::::: � of the law and the evidence, and the subtle reasoning by 
Inventions, miscellaneous ........ 342 Was it wind or lightning? ....... 341 which conclusions have been reached that were ofteQtimes Inventions, new ....... . .... ...... 346 

disappointing t'o all the parties concerned. The decision 
TABLE OF CONTENTS OF recently made by him relative to a petition for a rehearing 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT in the Page patent case is a paper of this character. We 
N' C>. 2aO. have heretofore presented a pretty thorough exposition of 

the points originally at issue in the suit of the Western 
Union Telegraph Company against the Holmes Burglar 

PAGE Alarm Company, as well as the grounds on which were based 
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HONORS TO AN INVENTOR. 

The authorities of the city of Blois, France, have deter
mined to erect a monument to Denis Papin, an ingenious 
inventor of the seventeenth century, for whom it is claimed 
the honor of having made the first useful application of 
steam power. Whether this claim can be substantiated or 
not is doubtful, for, besides uncertainty as to the stories 
about Papin's inventions, there are prior inventors with 
more or less vague claims of the sam e kind. The difficulty 
of determining who is first with inventions of our own day 
and generation is increased immeasurably when a question 
of priority is raised as to devices two hundred and more 
years old. However, whetber Denis Papin made the first 
steamboat or not, he was certainly an ingenious and useful 
inventor, who, with others, paved tbe way for the many 
useful applications of steam to industrial work since devised, 
and it is conceded on all sides that he at least in vented the 
lever safety valve. His story is tbat, being a victim of re
ligious persecution, he left his native country, and, while 
living in Germany, about 1707, invented and constructed a 
steamboat, on which he and his family embarked', with the 
intention of exhibiting it on the Weser and then taking it 
to England. His invention was destroyed by the Mariners' 
Guild of the Weser, who had the monopoly of navigating 
that river; but his native town of Blois has now determined 
to erect a monument commemorating his in ventive genius, 
and Mayor Chavigny writes to one of our daily newspapers 
asking the co-operation of America in honoring him. T he 
Public Ledger properly adds: No injustice need be done 
Newco,nen, Savery, Watt, Fitch, Oliver Evans, Fulton, 
Stevens, or others who, within the next hundred years, rein
vented and improved engines and steamboats until really 
practicable and useful types of each were produced. Great 
i.nventions are almost al ways growths, the earlier stages of 
which can scarcely be recognized, but every one who helps 
them along is deserving or a fair share of tbe honor too often 
paid only to the man who gives them the finishing touch. 
Without going into questions of priority, Blois has abundant 
reasons to honor the memory of tbe almost forgotten Denis 
Papin. 
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might remain in one town, and with his battery send a loco_ I
I 

of Re 'and Oleron, between which vessels must pass to enter millimeters, more than 5 inches. The difference of pressure 
motive and train to any distance required. it. When, on the one hand, one considers the facilities which of 5 millimeters yet remaining would give an ascending cur, 

I t would seem from the above that the idea of railway car this pojnt, above all others on the French coast, offers for di rent of about 32 meters per second, which is four times 
propulsion by electricity was projected in this country rect communication in a straight unbroken course with New more than is necessary to keep the rain suspended in the air. 
more than thirty years before Mr. Siemens' motor was in- York and the other American seaports, without any of the If, now, for any reason, the whole system should be sud-
troduced to the pUblic. dangers incident to channeL navigation; and, on the other denly broken up, as, for instance, when the tornado strikes 

.. , • , .. hand, the fact that fromLa Rochelle direct hnes of railway against a mountain side, and the ascending current by 
PROF. TICE'S THEORY OF CYCLONES. radiate to Paris, to the interior and east of France, to Bor- which the 5 inches of rain is kep� suspended is suddenly cut 

In reporting the results of his observations along the track deaux, and to all points along the coast, both north and off, of course, the whole amount would drop to the earth in 
of the tornado which proved so fatally destructive at Marsh· south, it will be seen at a glance th at this grand undertak a short time. 
field, Missouri, Prof. Tice, of St. Louis, expresses the opin- ing promises to �rove prolific in results to the commercial Lieutenant-Commander A. A. Michelson described some 
ion that all such whirlwinds, so called, are electrical storms, world. The work will be begun in June, 1880. novel and interesting observations on sunlight seen through 
not wind storms. There was, he says, no wind attending .. • • • .. a narrow slit. As the width of the slit is diminished the 
the Marshfield tornado. Among the evidence of the electri- LEGISLATING ON COLOR BLINDNESS. diffraction bands spread out and separate, until finally noth-
cal nature of that storm he notes the fact that it destroyed The Legislature of the State of Oonnecticut has passed an ing is seen but the central bright space. At·this stage the 
every building which had a tin roof or which had any metal 'I act authorizing the State Board of Health to prepare rul�l! width of the slit is about one or two hundredths of a milli
of any kind in its roof. In Marshfield, it passed directly and regulations for the examination and re-examination of meter. It will be observed that the light has acquired a 
over several buildings with shingle roofs, and tore to frag- railroad employes in respect to color blindness and visual faint bluish tint. If a Nicol prism be placed between the 
ments others, not more exposed, which had metal roofs. A power, and prescribes the method in which and the intervals slit and the eye, and the prism be rotated, it will also be 
mill, situated over a quarter of a mile away from the center at which such examinations shall be made. The act further found that the light shows traces of polarization. Further, 
of th e cyclone, had its iron chimney torn out and carried a makes provision for inflicting penalties on any railway com- when the light is faintest, the bluish tint is most decided. 
long distance, while the mill itself suffered very little dam· pany employing persons who are not in possession of a cer- On still further diminishing the width of the slit, the bluish 
age. The cupola of the public school building at Marshfield, tificate from the examining board of their freedom from tint becomes more apparent, and on applying the Nicol 
which had a tin roof, was wrecked, but the building, which color blindness. The examiners may revoke the certificate prism the polarization is quite decided, the tint when the 
was roofed with shingles, was n:)t injured to any extent. at any time. The State Board is, in the month of May, to light is faintest being deep blue. When the width of the 

Even more conclusive and remarkable, he thinks, were the recommend two or more medical experts to make the ne- sli! has been reduced to about 0'001 millimeter, the tint 
phenomena manifested in connection with trees and shrub· cessary examinations, and the Governor is to appoint two changes to violet, the polarization appears to be complete, 
bery. The bark was stripped from the trees and bushes not of these gentlemen on t he following first of July. It is to and on turning the prism the tint becomes a more decided 
alone on those sides exposed to the force of the cyclone, but be hoped that other States will adopt similar measures for violet, until finally the light disappears. If the prism and 
on all sides. The ends of the branches were not only de- pr'otecting the traveling public against the dangers incident the slit be interchanged , the same results follow in the same 
nuded of their leaves and bark, but were rifted into fine to the visual defect of railroad employes. order as before. The material of which the edges of the 
fibers, so that they presented the appearance of little brooms. - I.. • slit are composed does not seem to affect the resu lL Slits 
The active agent in such cases, he insists, was not wind, but NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. made of iron, brass, and obsidian were employed. With 
electricity. Under its influence the sap under the bark was [Continued J1'f:nn page 321.] the latter more perfect results were obtained than with the 
instantly converted into vapor or gas, expanding two thou· The paper on the theory of cloud burllts, by Mr. William others, probably, however, because the edges were more 
sand times in volume, and, as by an explosion, threw off the Ferrel, of the United States Coast Survey, has an e�pecial perfect. 
bark, shattered the trunk, and split the green twigs into interest at this season of excessive meteorological disturb· This experiment, Mr. Michelson said, may be varied, and 
fibers. That this is what took place is, he says, conclusively ance in the West. Cloud bursts, Mr. Ferrel said, always, the results shown in a very striking manner, by using a 
proved" by the fact that the dead and dry limbs and twigs occur in the interior of a tornado. The primary cause of a double image prism, when the two images may be compared 
were not affected, and though in immediate cont:tct with tornado is difference of density arising from difference of side by side. The experiments are trying to the eyes on ac· 
green ones, remained intact." temperature between the internal central part and the sur· count of the faintness of the light. The conditions under 

General evidence of the electrical character of all torna' i rounding parts of the atmosphere. This only occurs on an which the phenomena may be best observed are: 1. The 
does is found by Prof. Tice in the circumstance that, as a unstable state of the air, in which the temperature of the sun to be observed directly, holding the slit as close as pas· 
rule, they follow railroads and water courses, and either be· surrounding air decreases more rapidly with altitude than sible to the eye. 2. A double prism is to 'be employed, so 
gin or expend their greatest energy upon them. the interior ascending column. Since the interior ascending that the faint and the bright images may be observed side 

This, however, may be only a matter of topography. column diminishes with altitude less rapidly than the sur- by side. 3. The width of the slit should be between the 
Rivers and railways usually follow the easiest grades, and rounding quiescent air, this interior part is much warmer, one hundredth and one thousandth of a millimeter. 4. The 
these would naturally be followed by wind rushes taking the and, consequently, ascends very rapidly, and tl1e air from edges of the slit should be as nearly perfect as possible 
same general direction. It is a noticeable fact, all the same , surrounding parts flows in below to supply the ascending The explanation has suggested itself that the polarization 
that the cyclone which destroyed Marshfield followed the S( current, as in the case of a chimaey when the interior once may be accounted for by considering that the greater part 
Louis and San Francisco Railroad for a distance of 145 miles, becomes warmer than the surrounding air without. In ad· of the light which reaches the eye has been reflected from 
and lapped up all the water in the ponds and rivers in its dition to this difference of temperature and density, the air the edges of the slit. 
course from where it commenced in Arkansas to where it must have, an initial gyratory motion, almost imperceptible, The fact that the plane of polarization is at right angles to 
terminated in Missouri. it may be, at a short distance from the center, but as it is the length of the slit would seem to confirm this. The ob-

.. , • , .. drawn in it runs into rapid gyrations near the center, just jections to this explan ation are: First, that there should 
NEW ATLANTIC SEAPORT IN FRANCE. as in the case of water running through a small hole in the then be a difference in the behavior of different materi�ls. 

BY GEORGE L. CATLIN, LATE U. S. COMMERCIAL AGENT, LA ROCHELLE. bottom of a basin of water. If the gyrations above and be- Second, the polarization should be exhi bited when the slit is 
Prominent among the great public works projected by low had the same velocity, the violence of the gyrations and wide as well as when it is narrow. The�e experiments seem 

the French government, with a view to the commercial reo the pressure toward the center below would depend upon to prove, first, that light in passing through a very narrow 
generation of France, is the construction of a new seaport at differences of temperature only, between the interior and ex- slit is partly or completely polarized in a plane at right 
La Rochelle, at an estimated cost of 15, 000, 000 franos. terior parts. But on account of the great friction near the angles to the slit; second, that such a slit allows the shorter 

Owing to the building of a dike across the present harbor earth's surface, the gyrations are much retarded there, and, waves of light to pass more freely than the longer ones. 
of that city by Cardinal Richelieu, during the famous siege of consequently, the centrifugal force which prevents the rush It is proper here to express our indebtedness, in making 
1628, the accumulation of two centuries and a half's deposits of the air, in Rome measure, toward the center. If the dif· these gleanings, to the ample reports of the papers read, 
of mud and sediment have so choked up the port that. with ference of barometric pressure between the central and ex· published by the New York Time8, the only one of our 
the e xception of a channel twenty or thirty feet wide, it is ternal parts were 30 millimeters, and no centrifugal force great dailies that paid any attention to the meeting of the 
bare at low water, necessitating a system of locks and below or friction to resist this pressure, according to the Academy. 
basins constructed and maintained at great expense. laws of spouting fluids the ascending current in the interior 

The BerlIn Fish Show. La Rochelle has from her earliest days (she dates from the would be about 80 meters per second. If the gyrating 
12th century) been renowned as an enterprising maritime velocity below were only one,half as much as above, the The International Fishery Exhibition, which opened in 
city, and for two centuries previous to the war Qf secession centrifugal force would be only one·quarter as much, and Berlin April 20, has proved a splendid success; and it is 
her commerce with the United States, especially in wines supposing that this and friction were to resist one·half of gratifying to read in the German and English reports that 
and brandies, was active and important. Even with the the pressure below toward the center, we should still have the exhibits sent out by the United States form in every re
above mentioned and continually increasing disadvantages residual pressure which would cause an ascending velocity spect the most remarkable collection in the Exhibition. The 
to contend with, she has continued to maintain exten�ive of about 56 meters per second. floating hatchery "Fish Hawk" attracts especial attention. 
commercial relations with the principal ports of Western and This theoretical velocity is obtained upon no extravagant In his opening address, the German Minister ,of Agricul-
Northern Europe. Two lines of steamers keep up regular assumptions, and that such velocities do exist in tornadoes ture, Dr. Lucius, said that the Fisheries l:lociety, through 
and frequent communication with Bilbao and the Spanish is confirmed by observations of their mechanical effects, It whose efforts the holding of the Exhibition was due, had met 
iron mines in the Cantabrian Pyrenees; there are lines of will only be necessary to refer to one well authenticated with the most obliging support, not only in Germany itself, 
steamers to Bordeaux, to Cardiff, to Newcastle, and large case of this sort, given,.in the Signal Service report, at but in nearly all the neighboring countries, and even in the 

M C 1 III 1877 '1' d' f furthermost zones of the earth. From the Baltic and the annual importations are also made from North Germany, aunt arme , . ,  ' he ascen mg CUrrents. a a tor-
d . d h h t 1 'ld d b 11 d 15' German Ocean, the ice bound seas of the north, from the Norway, and Newfoundland. With this spirit of cammer· na a carne a c UfC seep e, gl e a ,  an vane, 

cial enterprise still struggling for recognition, it was not to miles. This must have been kept suspended in the air by coasts of Holland and England, from the Switzer lakes, from 
be supposed that the Rochellais would remain inactive in the ascending currents 20 or 30 minutes. If saturated air at the exhaustless riches of the Mediterranean, from the Volga 
face of the renewed impulse which the present spirit of a temperature of 30' at surface ascends with a velocity of 5 0  and the Black Sea, from North and South America, from 

d ·  h f 1 2  '11' the coasts of the far East, from India, China, Japan, and the French institutions imparts. meters per secon , ram to t e amount a . nn Imeters per 
After long consultation and careful scientific inquiry, it second falls from the first 2,000 meters of altitude-equiva· M alay Archipelago-the fauna of the waters had been 

has been determined that but one sure method exists for ob· lent to 0'3 inch per minute, or 18 inches per hour. At such brought in rare and wonderful profusion, with an endless 
viating the present evil and restoring La Rochelle to her a rate, if the tornado could be kept over the same spot for a variety of pearls, shells, and corals . 

•• • •• former maritime prestige, namely, the creation of a new port short time from any cause, it would be calle(l a cloud burst. A Metallic Shower. 

of entry within easy distance of the city, yet entirely inde- At higher altitudes than 2,000 meters it may be supposed For several hours, on the night of March 29, a fall of rain 
pendent of the harbor which Richelieu so effectually blocked. that the vapor and rain is scattered out from the, center and mingled with meteoric dust occurred at Catania, Sicily. The 

Fortunately, nature, seeming to have' foreseen and pro· falls over a larger area. But rain may not onlY fall from dust contained fragments of iron, either in a pure metallic 
vided for this need, offers remark able facilities for the clouds at this enormous rate, but an immense amount may state or in metallic particles surrounded by an oxidized crust. 
construction of such a port about three-quarters of a mile be kept suspended in the air. Drops of 0'1 i nch may be The fragwents were of many shapes and sizes, and were 
north of the entrance to the present harbor, and at a point kept suspended in the air by a current of about 23 feet per readily at tracted by the magnet. They only differed in size 
where communication with the city and the railroad system second. Of course, the amount of rain kept so suspended from a shower of aerolites. 
converging to it is easy and simple. At the point in ques- increases the pressure in the,c:enter, and so muchdiIlltnishes Such shows of meteoric, dust are probably not infrequent, 
tion, known as the Mare (pond) d La Be88e, there exists a the force and energy of the tornado. Our assumed velocity though it is seldom that they are so clearly indicated in 
natural inlet or depression which, by comparatively little of 50 meters per second arises from a difference of pressure southern lands. In high latitudes they are shown by fre· 
labor, may be dug to the requisite depth and walled in by of less than 15 millimeters. Suppose, now, rain enough quent and well marked discolorations of the earth's snowy 
quays. This inlet opens upon a deep roadstead, known as was contained in the cloud to reduce t his difference to 5 mantle in places where terrestrial dU'st is a practical ill!possi
the Pallice, completely sheltered from the sea by the islands millimeters. This would require rain to the depth of 136 bility. 
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